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Shiba Classic
Based on this token, we intend to create a standalone wallet in the form of Android and iOS. Our
goal is to create wallets, protect and secure users’ assets. The advantages of this wallet are very
low fees compared to other wallets. This will make it easier to move digital currencies and
create low-cost transactions. The ultimate strategy of this currency is to provide stubborn
wallets. A strong team is working on this project to implement the specialized facilities required
by users, such as switching between wallets, swaps and exchanges in this wallet. Creating
competitive advantages is also part of the strategy of this plan, the details of which are
presented and published to users when distributing and introducing wallets .
-

Disclaimer of legal responsibility

Shiba Classic operates as a decentralized currency like other digital currencies from the BEP -20
platform and under BNB Smart China and forms its exchanges under BNB rules and policies.
-

Introduction to the classic Shiba:

The Shiba Classic project is a platform under BNB Smart Chain that seeks to offer its exchange
services in the form of a wallet. Based on this token, we intend to create a standalone wallet in
the form of Android and iOS. Our goal is to create wallets, protect and secure users' assets. The
advantages of this wallet are very low fees compared to other wallets. This will make it easier to
move digital currencies and create low-cost transactions. The ultimate strategy of this currency
is to provide stubborn wallets. A strong team is working on this project to implement the
specialized facilities required by users, such as switching between wallets, swaps and exchanges
in this wallet. Creating competitive advantages is also part of the strategy of this plan, the
details of which are presented and published to users when distributing and introducing wallets.
-

Shiba Classic Innovations

Shiba Classic tries to create and develop its own update platform by studying competing
processes. For each trade, 5% of the total trade is taken and added to the Shiba Classic -BNB
liquidity pool on Pancakeswap! This contributes to an ever growing liquidity pool and helps
Shiba Classic maintain its health. Since each trade adds more to the liquidity which is
automatically locked (thanks to the magical code), volatility from big buys or sells is not as
impactful! Nothing is wasted, in fact it is made to automatically benefit Shiba Classic whole
ecosystem On top of the 5% automatically added to liquidity, ANOTHER 5% is redistributed to
current Shiba Classic holders, proportional to how much they hold! So you can earn more Shiba
Classic for just HOLDING your tokens.
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-

Compare Shiba Classic with other wallets

Decentralized wallets under the influence of blockchains form their own exchange system.
Therefore, fee structures are affected by it. Shiba Classic tries to provide the lowest level of
wages by separating this structure from the blockchain exchange rate policy.
-

Main users

All cryptocurrency activists can be considered as the main users of Shiba Classic.
-

Currency innovation:

Creating a stable system with the aim of conducting low wage exchanges and developing peer
exchange coverage can be considered as an innovation in this currency.
-

Currency password accounting

Shareholders: Members of the Shiba Classic team are known as shareholders of this currency.
AirDrop Record: Burned sources: 20% of the token sources are considered as burnt sources.
Total: 1,000,000,000,000,000
-

Backup assets:

10% of the token is designated as a backup asset that is kept out of circulation.
-

responsibilities

Legal Liability: Shiba Classic has liability from cryptocurrencies and operates under its own
blockchain rules.
Social Responsibility: This currency, in the context of its commitment to social responsibility,
focuses 10% of its working capital on charities and humanitarian causes.
-

Transfers

Shiba Classic transfer is initially in the form of decentralized exchanges. Therefore, it is trying to
create its own exchange in the next steps.
-

General purpose of transactions

Creating financial transactions in the form of exchanges and cryptocurrencies
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-

Income model from Shiba Classic:

Shiba Classic income is in the form of commissions from wallet and exchange transfers.
-

Size and growth of hosting and trading volume:

The size and growth of daily hosting is defined as 0.1% of the shareholders' equity in circulation.
The volume of exchanges is also defined in terms of the size of the host growth and is not
limited to the increase in daily exchanges.
-

Peer currency:

Shiba Classic can be traded in bnb currency in peer to peer exchanges.
-

Shiba Classic budget:

Capital formation: 1,000,000,000,000,000 tokens
Project exchange rate: 30%
Shareholder share: 30%
Share of social responsibility: 10%
Private sale: Possible only from shareholders' share.
-

Launch of Shiba Classic:

Joint Stock Distribution Schedule: Prior to the formal request for updating and approval in
Bainance Scan, the share capital of the shareholders is distributed and the addresses of the
shareholders' wallets are recorded in the watch list.
Project Distribution Schedule: Before updating Bainance Smart China in the form of
decentralized exchange or airdrop, project distribution will begin in a limited way.
Exchange Distribution Scheme: Prior to the update of Bainance Smart China, it can be exchanged
in a limited way in the form of a decentralized exchange.
AirDrop Distribution Schedule: Capital distribution will begin in the form of AirDrop before
updating Smart chain Binary. This capital distribution cannot be more than 0.02% of the
exchange capital.
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Initial distribution:
-

Classic smart contract:

The token was created using the BEP-20 platform as a smart contract under BNB Smart chain.
-

Sales mechanism:

The token sales mechanism is planned solely in the form of pancake swaps, centralized and
decentralized exchanges, and within the time frame of distribution as outlined in the roadmap.
Peer to peer exchange is defined based on Smart BNB chain.
-

Token Outlook:

This currency is defined with the aim of creating a wallet and plans to strengthen its ide ntity as a
coin during the project period.
-

plan and budget:

Classic distribution is done in the structure of pancake swaps, centralized and decentralized
exchanges, with the aim of creating and strengthening the value of tokens. Therefore, allocating
monthly and annual periodic credit in a step by step manner can strengthen the value of this
currency and provide the necessary budget and credit for the project.
-

Shiba Classic Development Roadmap:

Shiba Classic is based on the development of ideas and synchronization with modern technology
in the field of cryptocurrencies and is interested in gaining a significant market share. Therefore,
after the official registration in CoinMarketCap, the program of creating a dedicated wallet as
well as creating a decentralized exchange is on its agenda.
-

Why the Shiba Classic strategy will be successful:

According to the idea of creating a fee system as the public capital share of users in relation to
the volume of transactions, it is expected that the classic Shiba Classic capital will create the
necessary attractiveness for users.
-

Security:

In order to ensure the security of users' capital, Shiba Classic provides a 30% share of the
project's exchange capital to Pancake Swap.
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-

Project roadmap:

Phase 1
-

Website launch

-

Token launch

-

Listing on Pancakeswap

-

Update logo BscScan

-

The first token burn

-

CoinGecko listin

Phase 2
-

CoinMarketCap listing

-

Whitepaper deployed

-

Marketing Partnerships

-

Android Wallet launch

-

iOS Wallet launch

-

Airdrop

Phase 3
-

Top 200 crypto projects

-

List on Blockfolio

-

Building NFT Platform

-

Exchange listing

-

Marketing with big influencers

-

Binance Meetup
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